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Vibrantly-pixelated indie dear Fez turned five this week, so it's the perfect time to celebrate the game's weird puzzles and the community of players who have dedicated themselves to solving it. Released in April 2012 on Xbox Live Arcade, Fez seemed like a retro pullback from alternative reality; Kind of makeup games
kids can play in the Netflix series dedicated to 80s styles and cultural touchstones. But while its aesthetic mined an imaginary past, the basic premise of the game felt irresistibly modern: a platform through 2D visualization of the 3D world. I reviewed the game for a few hours last week and was amazed at how the novel
mechanic is turning the world to discover new ways and secrets still feels. The art is beautiful and the Disaterpeace soundtrack remains all the time great, but the first time you spin the vistas left or right to see the environment rebuilt in a way that feels amazing but intuitive still holds. It's just the superficial appeal of Fez,
however. As people who plumbed its depths in the hope of a better understanding of its basic mysteries discovered, the crap only becomes more bizarre from there. But of all the esoteric puzzles of the game and the baroque codes, the story behind the Black Monolith remains the most disturbing. In Fez you go around
collecting special cubes. If you are really serious about Fez, you also collect secret cubes called anti-cubes. And if you're obsessed with Fez, you're trying to collect super-secret special red cubes. There are three of the latter, and the final requires a solution to the game Black Monolith Puzzle. The only problem is that the
Black Monolith is not soluble. At least not in the usual sense. Beating Fez for the first time opens up a new game that doesn't just carry progress from the first game to the end, it also gives players the opportunity to view the world in the first person. This, in turn, allows you to solve one of the puzzles in the anti-cube
camera. Using the Tetromino button code, which requires a lot of strangers pouring over their notes and random scribes to find out if the torn card in the game can be deciphered to reveal a series of click buttons: Up RT Up A Down LT Down.Doing these in the exact place in a certain room, which can only be properly
observed using the first-person view of the game from a new game, shows a floating black monolith. I gave you an unfairly abbreviated version of this first part, which is also in some ways an easy part, because while revealing the mysterious floating shadow of the pillar was extremely difficult in itself, what to do with it
was what really drove the players to the end of their collective mind. Writing about the event years later, Devin Raposo told how the mystery tormented the Fez community Some believed the decision was somehow related to a strange poem poem creating a universe that can be deciphered by carefully translating a
mysterious volume found elsewhere. Some thought they might have to do with a key elsewhere in the game they might have missed; others thought it was just a strange thing that had no real meaning or solution what was. And so a website was formed where players could go and get instructions on how to help the brute
force puzzles in submission. Keys leaked from the development team showed that, like what led Monolith to appear in the first place, another set of buttons clicked in would solve it elsewhere in the room. As a result, the total number of solutions was calculated and the players began testing them. It took eighteen hours
and 66,227 trying to find the answer: Down Down LT RT A Up. The only problem? While the red cube lurking in the room was uncovered and finally assembled, the fact that no one was able to discern the hidden logic of how to solve a puzzle without brute coercion made the whole thing feel incomplete and unresolved.
With as much passion as they took, trying to figure out how to solve the Black Monolith, the players took to trying to infuse the puzzle and its obvious solution with some semblance of meaning. They offered each theory of oaths and in turn knocked them down until one became as close to the canon as anything else in
the game ever was: And how did the author of this theory come up with his own solution? Well there was a time that Phil Dish, co-creator of the game, noted how much influence the Monolith scene in the 2001 Space Odyssey was, as well as Carl Sagan's explanation of the fourth dimension. Take these things and add a
bunch of sitting down with a box of art games pondering the possible consequences of its release date and Tetromino Code button, and you get a not-quite-unconvincing explanation of how someone might have presumably solved the Black Monolith on the first attempt. As Fez players have pointed out over the years,
however, even now the canonical explanation of the decision feels like something put together after a theory that benefits too generously, already knowing the exact details of what it should be a theory. At the same time, there is something sublime about a decision that is just as absurd if it is ultimately true than if it were
not. A complete guide to the EEA!!! By DaAwesomeNerd and 1 employee This guide shows everything! If you're stuck, the answer should be here! Please note that this guide contains spoilers. PLEASE LEAVE COMMENTS! (I get very lonely...) This guide discusses the basics and achievements of the game. It also
contains a complete COMPLETE WALKTHROUGH!!! Keep in mind, this guide is great! Achievements Many gamers are obsessed with getting all the achievements ... I'm one of the Follow this guide and you'll get them all! TotalFind is all collectibles. This will be the last achievement you unlock. It requires you to find all
the collectibles in the game. It's like this: - 24 Golden Cubes- 64 Cube Bits- 32 Anti-Cubes- 3 Red Cubes- 4 Artifacts - Makes 8 Golden Cubes, which is 32 Golden Cubes in total! Get CubeFind your very first cube shard. This will be the first achievement you unlock. When you have completed the intro and regain control
of Gomez, just grab a cube shard next to the running kids to your right to unlock this achievement. Kill ScreenGet to the end. This story is connected. To get this, you have to collect 32 cubes and open the door that requires that number. When you do, you get into the final world, and once the credits begin, you get the
achievement. When you are done, you can return to the game and access the new game to complete any lasting achievements and puzzles. HexahedronautCollect all 32 Golden Cubes and 32 Anti-Cubes.To get all 32 Golden Cubes and Anti-Cuba, you have to finish every puzzle, secret, and area. Following this guide
will help you achieve this! Haikus Not EpicsSSNee Tom's artifact. There are four artifacts in the game, each with their own achievements. They are not very hard to find; especially if you use a guide. To find Tom's artifact, you have to go to the museum (near the clock tower) and push the bookshelf to uncover the secret
room. There's a chest in this room. Open it and the artifact is behind you! A frenologistNide is an artifact of the Skull. You have to have all the cards (especially those that look like grids) to get an artifact of the skull. You get this artifact by taking it to the old catacombs. You have to decipher the Fezian room system to find
out which doorway to enter first! It doesn't matter where you go, but where you go! It goes like this:1. The shift to the entrance building is on the far right. Enter column 4, line 4.2. The shift to the entrance building is on the far left (No Fez scenario is visible). Enter column 3, line 3.3. Shift until you see the entrance
doorway. Enter column 3, line 2.4. Shift until the entrance building is on the far left. The Fezian scenario is visible. Enter Column 2, Line 1. Jump into the Red River and swim quite the way to the right. There's a chest! And your achievement! Stronger than the sword-in-the-view artifact is a written cube. This artifact is
actually one of the easiest to get to if you know where to look! You want to start with warp gate and go to the lonely island to your left. Enter the door with wooden planks under it. He'll send you to the Western Falls area. From there, get to the top and enter the entrance to the tree. As you can see, there is Get to this
breast you get a red cube and achievement! Game ChimsSIt is an artifact of Counting Cuba. To get a get This artifact, you have to go to the telescope room area. Instead of climbing to the top of the observatory, go to the middle of the height of the lonely island. Its dark purple building. Enter the door that leads you to the
Temple. Work your way up, using crank time. You better hurry! Once you are on top, enter the Temple at the base to get to the Globe Room. Enter the other door and shift until you see the chest. Open it up and capture this artifact and achieve! You deserve it! Equal and OppositeFind Anti-Cube.This can actually be one
on the first level of the EY. Once you get a chance to change the perspective in the game (the second time you wake up) enter the code: RT, RT, LT, RT, LT, LT, LT. You'll unlock both this achievement and Achievement unlocked the achievement you'll only get to insert the code! Easy, isn't it? Warp zoneReactive all 5
warp gates. This should unlock naturally as you progress through the world of the EEA. There are 5 main areas in the game with multiple worlds around them. Once you enter the 5th world, this achievement will unlock. The map will place a badge where these warp gates appear. If you know how to read Fezian, they will
point them at you in the levels! CryptographicDrou-coding. This can be done on the first level. Enter the house with a big picture of a guy dressed in a monocle. Insert the following code: RT, RT, LT, RT, LT, LT, RT to unlock both Anti-Cube and it's an achievement! The achievement of UnlockedRTRTLTLTLTLTLTLTThis
achievement can be restored anywhere in the game. Simply insert the code into the achievement description: RT, RT, LT, RT, RT, LT, LT in the game to unlock Anti-Cube. If this is your first Anti-Cube you will also get an Equal and Opposite achievement that requires you to find one. One.
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